
Designing AR & VR Destination Experiences With Haptiq

You Will Need....

A computer 
This Mural Link ;)

Yourself 

Your willingness to particpate. 

How to use mural!
Icons are Here  Arrows and Connectors are here! Post it notes and Text boxes are

here! 

Hoa Binh Nguyen, Haptiq
Invited Expert View:

Workshop Outcomes! 

Get an 'under the hood' look at the work behind Visit Oslo's
new AR App
Explore different new technologies and those just coming
onto the horizon
Take a wide look at common 'problems' in tourism and how
tech can solve them
Develop ideas and solutions aligned with current tech-trends
Gain perspective on the current technology landscape and
opportunities for your DMO.

Workshop Description

By the end of 2018, there were 171 million active virtual
reality users. And in 2020, it is predicted that VR/AR will be
a more than $162 billion industry. That's huge! So what are
the opportunities for DMOs to tap-into?

Virtual and Augmented Reality can enable destinations to
drive conversions and interest through a highly immersive,
engaging and three-dimensional experience. We are super
excited to have Haptiq joining us for this workshop, a
powerhouse in real-time 3D animation and gamification.

During this workshop, the group will learn how to develop 3D
environments, visuals, animation and super engaging
interactivity, and how to apply this to destination experiences.

Led by one of the team at Norwegian tech company Haptiq,
Now will guide participants through an exploratory process to
look 'under the hood' at Visit Oslo's new AR App  which brings
play writer Henrik Ibsen back to the streets of Oslo over 100
years after his death.

You'll get the chance to understand how some of the exciting
developments on the tech horizon can help bring new
experiences to life.

This workshop is for

🤖 Technology enthusiasts
🚀 Trend spotters and curious thinkers
👩 💻 Experience designers

Identifying Oppertunities For XR

Now that you have a good understanding of how AR and VR can be used within a
destination, use the thematic circle below to identify opportunities for AR and VR
in your destinaiton. 

Exploring New Technologies.

VR XR

Based of what you've learnt about new techonologies so far list some new
technologies you'd be intrested in trying out in your destination. What technologies
do you think would work for you? How would you use them? What resources would
you need?
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What technologies would work for your destination?

How would you use them?

What resources would you need?

Making Use of New Technology

New Technology as many benefits, but it can also be difficult to manage change. Use
the section below to identify where new technology will help your destination and
where it might be difficult to implement. Map out possible solutions for managing
change. 

How can new
technology benefit
your destination

Where might new
techonology be difficult
to impllment?

How can you manage the
change new technology brings
within your destination? What resources will you need

to implement new technology?

Where might new techonology
be difficult to impllment?

How can new technology benefit
your destination?

Using New Technology To Find Solutions

How can you use new technology to solve problems within your destination. Identify issues within your
destinaiton and create solutions provided by new technology using the section below. 

Possible Problems Solutions Using New Technology
e.g Overtourism  e.g Use AR and VR to create trails that increase a

wider geographical spread.

Creating and Curating Themed XR Experiences 

Now that you have a good understanding of AR and VR and how they both, alongside other new
technologies can work in your destination, it's time to have go and designing your own XR experiences. Use
the Section below to map out some winning ideas for XR experiences you can create in your destination. 

Experience 1:

What is the Experience?

What is the theme?

What problem does it solve?

Experience 2:

What is the Experience?

What is the theme?

What problem does it solve?

Experience 3:

What is the Experience?

What is the theme?

What problem does it solve?

Experience 4:

What is the Experience?

What is the theme?

What problem does it solve?

Exploring Your Final Idea

Now that you have created some possible XR ideas, choose your favourite idea and create a mini brief, exploring what
the idea is, where in your destination the idea will take place, and who is it geared towards. We've filled out one
example for you, but please add your own!

What

Where

Who

What is your XR experience?

Where is it going to take place?

Who is it for?

AR historic trail

Canterbury Catherdral

Children, and families

PRESENTATION BY HOA (20 minutes)

-Overview of immersive technologies (15 minutes)
-Virtual Reality (personal and location based entertainment)
-Head mounted Augmented Reality (Hololens, Magic Leap)
-Mobile AR (Apple, Google)
-Industry development and projected growth
-What does VR and AR offer that other media don’t? (5 minutes)

ORGANISING GROUPS / MINGLING / TEST TECH (25 minutes)
-Organise groups for workshop, info about group work (5 minutes)
-Mingling, exploration of tech, hands on experience (15 minutes)
-Coffee break / mingling (5 minutes)

WARM UP BEFORE SOLVING CASE (aprox 30 min)
-Questions from attendees (5 - 10 minutes)
-Open ideation and discussion of opportunities (15 minutes)
-As a group: Speed concept creation

Small break (5 min)

CASE-SOLVING WITH SPEED PITCH (1 hour, 30 minutes)

-Case solving (1 hour)
-Defining the problem or opportunity
-Conceptualizing the experience
-Tieing it with a digital strategy
-Preparing pitch
-Small break (5 min)
-Pitching the idea with feedback (25 minutes)

Workshop Outcomes! 

Designed with care by Digital Tourism Think Tank

Identifying User Case scenarios! 

In this section we are going to look at how we can identify user case scenarios and create solutions for these scenarios using AR and VR technology.

Matching pictures to problems. 

What tourism problem do you think this picture represents?

What tourism problem do you think this picture represents?

What tourism problem do you think this picture represents?

Use this section to explore different problems in tourism by identifying which problem you think the different pictures repersent 

Using the problems you've identified above, think about how VR and AR technologies can help solve these problems from a user case scenario!

Identifying how to solve the problem. 

What

What

Who

What problem does it solve! 

Who is it for?

Possible Problems Solutions Using New Technology
Problem goes here Your Solution goes here!

What is the XR offering/ What problem does it solve?

Your idea goes here!

Applying New Technologys to User Case Scenarios. 

Now that you've identified possible solutions for different problems raised by your user case scenarios, pick one of the scenarios you identified
and look at it in more detail, identifying what are the biggest challanges you'll face, and where there are great oppertunities for using XR. 

Where are there
great opportunities
for using XR?

What are the biggest
challanges you'll face

How can AR or VR be used
to find/provide solutions for
these challanges. How can you implement ER

within this situation?

What are the biggest challanges
you face in this scenario

Where are there great
opportunities for using XR within
this user case scenario. 

Now that you've identified challanges and oppertunities within your chosen user case scenario, try to creat a breif prototype of what you're XR solutuion would be
looking at what your XR offering is, how it solves the problem, and who is it for! 

Your Final Prototype. 

Your ideas go
here!

Edit Me! 

Copy and
Paste Me!

Your ideas go
here! Edit Me! 

Copy and
Paste Me!

Your idea goes here!

Your idea goes here!

#DTTTCAMPUS  #virtualexperiences


